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Abstract: Internet of things (IoT) helpsmany appliancesfor facilitating with network connectivity for gathering and exchanging the 

actual time datawhich are thereby helpful for deliveringintelligent services. Thus, IoT permits all the associated devices to be supervised 

and accessed remotely even in suitable network infrastructure. Unfortunately, the customary network technologies for eq. business 

networks along with the traditional timeout-based transport protocols are not soeffective in managingtheneeds of IoT in an effective, 

smooth, and cost-effective approach. In addition to the software-defined networking (SDN) presentsthe characteristics which permit all the 

network operators and users to cope up and access with all network devices remotely, whereas when leveraging the overallpicture of the 

network.Internet of Things (IoT) and Software Defined Network (SDN) which are two emerging technologies. The IoT plans to assign 

objects on the Internet and SDN offersthe development for managing network by decoupling the control and data plane. In this paper it 

refers to various IoT functions and domains, which make it simpler for IoT-SDN solutions. It also defines a dynamic view of IoT and SDN 

technologies, along with their current trends in study and advancedsupportingaspects. The overall relativeassessment of the existing results 

of SDN-based IoT implementations facilitates in deliveringansimple and a very concise view of the developing trends. 
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1 Introduction 
Due to the increasingattention of Internet of Things (IoT) it has thuscausedan increase in wide area of deployments of  IoT  sub-networks,  

where  manyvaried  wireless  communication  resolutions  coexist:  from  many access  technologies  for instance  cellular,  WiFi, and 

Bluetooth  to  multi-hop  ad-hoc  and  MANET  routing protocols, are all united to create a unified communication platform. The 

frequentoperations of IoT are increasingthe Internet connectivity between billion of devices. Authorizing to cisco article on the IoT 

evolution [1] presently, 6.4 billion devices are linked to the Internet which mayincrease to 50 billion in year 2020. These linked devices 

create a huge amount of information, such as data generated in the current year i.e. (6.2 Exabyte) which is expected to grow by 478% (30.6 

Exabyte) in year 2020. This anticipatedgrowth of 781% in connected devices and the rise of 478% in data production in 2020, get 

aheadsmart network control and management result. Dealingin all these open, geographically   distributed, and   heterogeneous   

networking   infrastructures,in the active environments, is acritical technical challenge. Many resolutions have threatened to solve all the 

remaining issues in the IoT model. Though, expected network is not so efficientfor managing such a huge number of linked devices along 

with the huge data exploitation. Software Defined Network (SDN) is reckonedasinnovative network technology which helpsheterogeneous 

networking with aspeedydevelopment and dynamism applyingfor the programmable planes.The SDN and IoT integrationcan gatherall the 

expectation of control and management in severalsituations. 

 

This paper explains the different findings which stretches SDN based solutions for IoT technologies. We have scrutinized the literature by 

centringattention on the different facetsof IoT merger along with SDN. This paper is systematized as follows: Section II explains the 

architecture for SDN and SDN based IoTs. Section III refers to the most relevant literature of software defines networking frameworks 

which are used in IoT. Section IV provides a review on challenges and use cases of SDN technology Section V concludes the research. 

 

2 SDN Enabled IoT Architecture 
Software-defined networking (SDN) is parting of control rolesof the progressing functions, which thuspermitsimprovedmechanisation and 

programmability in network. It is oftencoordinative with Network Function Virtualization (NFV), which thereby also splits network 

functions from the hardwarewithin a method of virtualized network functions (VNFs). All applications route through the controller. 

Several controllers are in the bazaar from its beginning such as Open Daylight [2], Floodlight [3], NoX/POX [4], etcSDN toopermitsthe 

cloud-like computing inside the network. This helps network engineersto respond veryspeedily to the changes in occupationalrequirements 

by a centralized control console which is preoccupied from physical hardware of network. In other terms, SDN also 

shapestheunifiedintelligence for the network that can link and command together with the rest of the network.  
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Fig no: 1 Software Define Network Architecture 

 
The application, control, and infrastructure layers are also noticeably held in the SDN and connect over APIs. Source: Open Networking 

Foundation. The three layers which includes the SDN framework are the trails: Application: the applications and the services running on 

network, Control: SDN controllers orthe intelligences of network and Infrastructure: along with switchesas well as the supportive 

physical hardware. The communications between these layers, SDN perform a northbound and southbound application program 

interfaces (APIs) under which northbound API interconnectsto the infrastructure and control layers as well as the southbound API 

communicates between an application and the control layers. 

 
2.1 Northbound APIs: Suggestions for using the SDN rely on the controller to make it clear the position of network infrastructure in 

order to check what all properties are available. Moreover, the SDN controller also mechanicallyguarantee if the application traffic is 

routed giving the policies as recognised by network administrators. The applications also link to the control layer and checkwhat 

characteristics aredesirable for the applications, with their target. The control layer into what way the applications are specifiedalong with 

the propertiesexisting in the network. It also practises its clevernessfor determining the best route for application in situation of its latency 

and its security requirements. Northbound APIs are frequently Restful APIs. Instrumentation is mechanical and not by handshaped. 

 

2.2 Southbound APIs: The SDN controller transferstogether with network infrastructure, for eq. switches, through southbound APIs. 

The network infrastructure is also interconnected to the path where an application data isspent as fixed by the controller. In real time, 

controller can alsochange routers and switches heart-rending data. The data now no longer depends on devices and helps in routing tables 

to confirm where the data drives. In its place, the controller’s clevernesscreateknowledgeableresultswhich enhance the data’s path. 

 

2.3 SDN Controllers: An SDN controller application illustratesa unifiedassessment and command over the whole network. Network 

managersalso practice the controller to achieve the primary infrastructure’s thus contributing to the plane which handle the traffic. The 

controller is therbyused to implement policies which command network performance. Network administrators formulate policieswhich 

are consistently applied to many nodes within the network. Network policies are the directionsthat are considered to befunctionalfor 

traffic which governsthe level of admittancethat it needs to network, permissible resources. Having aessential view of the network and 

policies into placealso provides supportin the easy-to-use management of network which is furtherunbroken and reliable. 

 

2.4 Defined Software of intelligentSmart building Framework: Software defined smart building framework (DSISF) shown in Fig. 

2that holds three planes for instanceapplication plane, control plane and data plane. The highlycentring plane of DSISF is of control plane 

that commandscore network by SDN controller, while the other is the data plane on other side. In DSISF the intelligent devices 

toocommunicate to the closest sink node wirelessly through Wi-Fiand Li-Fi. The user always typicallychooses the wireless edge as per 

their own needs. Wi-Fi is set in many intelligent buildings, intelligent houses and smart cities ecosystem.The working of each plane of an 

SB is explainedas below. 
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2.4.1 Data plane: Data plane exististence occur inintelligent devices and sinks point too. It is responsible for gathering data from 

environment and then posting them to the neighbouring sink node as shown in Fig. 2. Further it also gather the data from all available 

intelligent deviceswhich is further carriedbeyond the management technique. The intelligent devices are regulated by controller via 

southbound APIs, and OpenFlow protocol which is further managed for communication between the intelligent devices and controller. 

 

2.4.2 Control plane: The control plane always stay in between the application and data planes. But in control plane the SDN controller 

deliberates with allthe intelligent device by southbound interface and OpenFlow protocol which further control the communication 

between two planes. The OpenFlow protocol provide commandsto intelligent devices through the flow table where as the intelligent 

devices always follow the directions of a controller which is mentioned in the flow table. The control plane is connectedwiththe 

application plane by Northbound API. The Controller responsible to deliver the securityand network supervision. The SDN controller 

controls the whole network and handle the core network proficiently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig no: 2 Software defined smart building architecture 

2.4.3SDN controller in Intelligent building: Fig.3explains SDN Controller in intelligent building which is also reliant onon SDN 

framework 1.1 (SDN, 2018a). Here southbound interface arefamilier to OpenFlow v1.3 for operating all the network linking of intelligent 

building of local area network. The Python language, data analytics, API managementand libraries for graphical analysis areapplied for 

execution of the SDN controller element. The concrete layer of devicewhichallows the contextual overlays for graphical version of SB 

services and systems. It generatescontrolhandling and storage properties for theactiveimplementation of decision making algorithms. The 

contextual connectionisformed for the extraction layers of the SDN controller thereby creating the soft sensor for intelligent building 

Local area network. These devices are also formedby the IoT system.In the networking componentsthe soft sensors are usedinthe cloud 

platforms therbyassisting the data assessmentduringcomplexity. The realization of data for soft sensors is performed i.e. for example 

developed elevator controldesign, temperature adjustment in spatial and historicalperspective. Various contextual overlays are aimed ata 

variety ofrestrictions on edge requiredfor taking crucial decision on making applications. The findingsthereby gathered are additionally 

used for the intelligent building SDN controller to attainacompletejudgmenton managing the processing and storage of resources. 

Intelligent building LAN contains wireless contactwhich allowsflexibility of radio access technologies and routers. Then the resources of 

control processing are positioned in the building and then connectedwith the LAN in pool of the control processing. These resources 

arefurther associated with cloud platform and offered in an abstraction layer of the SDN controller. 
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Fig no: 3 SDN controller for smart building 

 
2.4.4 Application of plane: Application of plane is accountablefor expalainingthe methodology of each and every applications. The 

critical serviceswhich includes security, network management, load balancing and topology management are also offered tointelligent 

devices in SB. With the help of these applications custom-built network are also assisted from the control plane and thereby create 

aseveralapplicationsconnectedto decisions. It also allowsaccumulation of such servicesinto intelligent devices for accomplishing 

anintegrated node programming for the controller. The approach of the application plane changes on intelligent devices energy 

consumption and load balancing in the structure. 

 

3 Literature Survey 
The literature reveals how the Software define the networking frameworks which are used in the Internet of things using different 

methodology or techniques. It has also illustrated the finding of major importance needed for better understanding by using SDN 

technology. 

 

Table -I Summary of the Software define Networking Frameworks used in IoT 

 
 Determination Technique/ 

Methodology 

Findings 

[5] A Network Virtualization Layer SDN/ 

Virtualization 

A Virtual layer is used to slice resources among different users 

using one controller for each flow and open flow communication. 

[6] Scalable Network Virtualization in 
Software Define Network 

SDN/ 
Virtualization 

A single, shared Open flow controller is used to create isolated 
subnets for different users through containerization  

[7] 

 

CloudMAC- An Open Flow 

centered architecture for 802.11 
MAC layer processing in the 

Cloud 

SDN/NVF 

Virtualization 

Open Flow is used to move 802.11 MAC functions to the cloud. 

[8] 

 

V-cell Going beyond the cell 

abstraction in 5G mobile  
 

SDN/ 

Virtualization/ 
NFV 

Abstracts the cellular access network resources by using a central 

SDN controller for the RAN 

[9] 

 

Mobile Flow -Toward software 

defined mobile network 

SDN/NFV A customer-protocol solution for carrier-grade virtualization of the 

mobile core network 

[10] 

 

Softcell: Scalable and elastic 

cellular core network Architecture  

SDN/ 

Virtualization 

An OpenFlow SDN structure for helping fine – grained traffic 

policies in the LTE EPC 

[11] Softair: A software specified 

network architecture for 5G 
wireless system  

 

SDN 

A system level framework for cellular networks exploiting SDN 

and a network hypervisor, encompassing both access and core-
network. 

[12] 

 

NDNFlow : SDN data networking SDN OpenFlow is used to facilitate ICN networks through a special 

NDN-enabled controller module.  

[13] PolicyCop: An autonomic QaS 
policy enforcement framework for 

SDN 

SDN A QoS policy-enforcement platform, where OpenFlow is used for 
traffic engineering  

[14] 

 

Open Flow Sensor: It Permits the 
SD wireless sensor networks 

SDN An OpenFlow -enabled SDN architecture for WSNs, where the 
functionality of general-purpose sensors node can be dynamically 

reconfigured by the controller 

[15] 

 

SDN wise design, prototyping and 

experiments of a stateful SDN 
solution wireless sensor networks 

SDN A stateful SDN solution, which compared to in maintains a 

fewamount of sending computation in  sensor nodes, although SDL 
is still used to detect high level forwarding decision. 

[16] 

 

An Energy efficient SDN based 

sleep scheduling algorithms for 
wans  

SDN An algorithm that exploits SDN to perform the necessary 

computations for sleep/awake energy-efficient scheduling in the 
controller, instead of the sensor nodes. 

[17] 

 

Transforming SenShare sensor 

networks intothe multiapplication 

Virtualization  Another solution for the multipurpose sensor network, where 

compared to traditional distributed WSN protocols are used instead 
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sensing infrastructures  of SDN, in order to complete network virtualization and subnet 
isolation. 

[18] 

 

A Software defined networking 

architecture for Internet of Things 

SDN  An SDN framework proposed to facilitate heterogenous access 

network IoT deployments, by using the controller to translate 
service requirement into minimalpoint network requirements and 

plan the traffic flows tolerating certain QoS constraints. 

[19] 

 

SDIoT: A Software Internet of 

Things Framework 

SDN A high-level description of SDN controller designed to handle 

heterogeneous IoT flows. 

[20] 

 

 

UbiFlow: Mobility management in 

urban-SSD IoT 

 

SDN / Virtualization In a similar fashion as in, these is an SDN system for IoT 

multinetwork deployments, being novel in defining multiple 

controllers to isolate heterogeneous subnets and in taking mobility 
into account.  

[21] 

 

Toward software-defined cellular 

networks 

cellSDN Provide seamless flexibility management and good gain 

management due local agent and virtualization. 

[22] 

 

SoftRAN : SDradio access 
Network 

SoftRAN The investigatorsexplainedmethods for radio resource managing, 
flexibility support, traffic offloading and decreased delay. 

[23] SWS Network management based 

on software define Networking 

Sensor network flow 

management  

Describe the various techniques for the SDN and provide solution 

that how to choose optimal path along with the routing strategy 
adjustment  

 

4 Challenges and Use Case for SDN 
Here a fewsurveys haveexamined the utilization of the SDN technology inSB; even ifits severalphases and breaks in examination of SDN 

endorsed SB are not meaningfullystudied. Power problemsin SB is onepart which is less analysedby which decrease of 

energyintakewhich helps to improvethe considering of network resources due to lack of helpful technology. Certain challenges such as 

Eastbound interface, Southbound interface, traffic management, SB networking management and machine learning centred SDN are 

faced by SB after the SDN realization. The following are the aspect of all these encounterswhich are mentioned below. 

 

4.1 East-west line:The East-west interface is a very important contest because whenthe  controller is inaccurateto provide network as a 

whole and thus the data get-together due to expansioninintelligent devices. Several controllers are also programmed to settlethis types of 

issues [24].The management of transmission protocols is continuouslyaunrestricted challenge which providea reasonableunified and 

comprehensive view of entire network on control Plane. The East-West bound APIs are combined in the data plane so as to control the 

data streammore effectively. 

 

4.2 Southbound line: This interface is a furtherproblem which decreases the presentation of network. The interruption in network may 

occur due to false flow as established in by an attacker in the OpenFlow transmission. The malicious flows are thereby identified due 

inadequatecommunication of data plane devices. The intelligent device thereby helpsthe guidelineswhich are changed by combining 

malicious flows into vital data distribution. Thus the traffic control system neverensure any disaster messages whichleads to a serious 

incident. 

 

4.3Traffic density: Due to large quantity of intelligent devices in SB the traffic density is stilla very crucialproblemfor SDN centred SB 

network. The system flow openingalong with future path are equallyestablished by controller that lead to the questions and probability of 

collapse in network. The traffic jamcan also happen due to thegreat increase in traffic density of intelligent devices which may further 

damage the network execution. Highly scable network can also beimproved by reasonablyintegrating and distributing the control design. 

 

4.4 Use Case: The situations of SDN built SB has alsobeen reviewed. Multiple use cases like therouting performence of intelligent 

devices in building are not quite asefficient yet. Various routing protocols is offered to improvethe routing execution; butstill execution is 

yet a concern. SDN isan addedresolutionwhich would alsoenhance routing execution. Building network supervising is also a key 

issuewhich can also be answered by SDN. Network Virtualization, QoS, heterogeneous backing, bandwidth managementand devices 

flexibilityproblemsdecreases thenetwork execution of the intelligent building which could be further resolved by using SDN structure in 

SB networking. 

 

4.4.1 Building network supervising: The network necessitiesinside the buildingmay also beexamined by SDN in both the scenario i.e. 

disasters and bottleneckwith the assistanceby gathering information from several sensors of network. The statisticsfrom thesegathered 

data is equallyswapped in real-time between the intelligent devices. The entire building network routinecan be enhanced through SDN 

based transmissionwith the assistance of wireless network lines. 

 

4.4.2 Building the network quality of services: QoS guaranteesspecific levels of applications actalongwithorderingfacility, the data 

transfer or developmentsecurity applications in the building which requires avery high level of QoS. The programmability and elasticity 

of network that are submitted by SDN can respond to the livelyoutsidesettingsin order to correct its links. Thus, SDN also helpsfor 

effectivechannel distribution. The resultwhich is related to data broadcastorderingalong with the channel distribution is made by SDN 

controller which centrally links with sink node. Therefore, anwell-organized routing protocol is scheduled to take place by SDN 

controller to shapethe control system. 

 

4.4.3 Building network traffic management: The SDN modelregulateand also execute traffic inlarge number of smart devices with the 

concept of fog computing.  Devices information are held togetherreasonably a consolidated manner by the SDN control plane and which 

additionally alsoenhanced D2D multi-hop routing [25].SDN negotiatorssimilarlydiscover smart device data in the memory while the 

deviceleadsto the demand to the network operating server which further boost the data to sink node via routers. 

 

4.4.4 Smart devices mobility: Flexibilitymoreaccomplisheda countlessattention during theplan consideration of SDN in the intelligent 

building. The execution of intelligent appliances in building varies depending onall applications and even modifiytheir position according 

to the requirements. Anticipated changes in the physical topology are also practical through SDN. 
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5 Conclusion 
The everrisingessentialityforthe networking that leads to aflexible andcontrollablestagefor practice in both wired and wireless 

applications. The outline of SDN based SB networking strategy challenges arepresent in thecontext of programmable wireless networks. 

This paper addressesthe environmental impact of SDN architecture. SDN architecture improvesvarious aspectssuch as (energy-efficiency, 

bandwidth usage, and latency) of SB. Further, rare challengeshave been discussed which opposes after execution of SDN inintelligent 

building. In-depth scrutiny of SDN-based cases in intelligent building also addresses thevarious challenges in intelligent devices. 

Categorically, the execution of SDN will be one of the forthcoming platforms which guarantees thefundamentals of a physical world that 

are associated with each other overability of high functionality in a lively way. In future, we will be able torisethe energy consumption of 

devices and network management problems throughthe help of SDN networking. Additionally we also have tothink on some decision-

making algorithms to enhance above definedaspects in real-time operations. We also proposes to achieve the SDN based SB networking 

elements though the cloud computing systems. In futurein-depth, learningis also going to beessentialto put advancing andprojectthe 

protected framework for SB environment which validates the security of SDN controller. 
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